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3 Universitats-Sternwarte Munhen, Observatorium Wendelstein DE-81679 Munhenpetrov�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 05.07.2012; Aepted on 21.08.2012)Abstrat. In 1975 Arakelian seleted in the northern hemisphere 591 high surfae bright-ness galaxies (HSBGs). These objets our normal galaxies with relatively high luminosi-ties and small sizes and they o�er a spei� �eld for studying of the galaxies in general.The HSBGs have been registered among Seyfert galaxies, high luminosity galaxies, X-raysoures and IR soures. The objet Akn 144 is a remarkable HSBG that shows multi-nulearstruture, emission line variability, et. Here we present photometri and spetrosopi datataken by the 2-m Rozhen telesope, 6-m SAO telesope, 3.5-m CA telesope and 1.93-mOHP telesope. Identi�ations and equivalent width determinations of the spetral linesare presented. The work is part of long term ooperative investigation of seleted emissionline galaxies.Key words: Galaxies: Arakelian, High surfae brightness, spetrophotometry; BG virtualobservatoryIntrodutionThe Arakelian 144 galaxy (MCG 10-12-23) belongs to the non numerouslass of objets with a high surfae brightness. They were separated as agroup by Arakelian (1975) after determination of the surfae brightness of allgalaxies to the north of Delta ≤ −3 deg with photographi magnitudes givenin CGCG (Zwiky et al., 1960-1968) and diameters given in MCG (Vorontsov-Vel'jaminov et al., 1962-1968). With galaxy dimensions of D = 0.3′ and d =

0.25′ and a photographi stellar magnitude of mp = 15.2 mag, the surfaebrightness of the galaxy in the Arakelian system is B = 21.5 mag/sq.arse.In the MCG the listed galaxy's angular dimensions are 18′′x 15′′, Dibay etal. (1976) established that for the redshift Z = 0.028 the linear dimensions ofthe galaxy are 9800 x 8100 p at H=75 km/(s.Mp).The �rst who investigated spetrally Akn 144 were Dibay et al. (1976).They deteted strong emission in the Ha line, as well as an emission of mediumintensity in the forbidden lines of sulphur and nitrogen, but did not makeany estimations. In 1978 the spetra were examined for weak emission linesand we deteted a ertain inlinations of sulphur and nitrogen lines. For thisreason Akn 144 was inluded in the programme of spetral studies for 1980,to determine the veloity �eld and physial onditions of the emitting gas.Spetra of the galaxy with dispersion 50 A/mm were obtained on the 6 mtelesope of the Speial Astrophysial Observatory of the Soviet Aademy ofSienes (see Mineva et al., 1981). Akn 144 was spetrosopially studied byMineva et al. (1981, 1982) and morphologially � by Golev et al. (1985). Ko-joian et al. (1981) determined the preise optial position for all the objetsBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



24 G. Petrov, M. Dennefeld, U. Hoppin the Arkelian's list. Reently a detailed study of the in�uene of the envi-ronment to the surfae brightness galaxies have been arried out - Mahtessian& Movsessian (2010).On the basis of these spetrophotometri and photographi data, Akn 144an be lassi�ed as an objet with three nulei and strong spetral emissionlines, as well as a loud struture of the gas, out�owing o� the nuleus at aveloity up to ± 400 km/s.Table 1 represents a ross�identi�ations for Arakelian 144.Table 1. Cross�identi�ation for Arakelian 144Objet Names Type Objet Names TypeARK 144 G IRAS 07528+6147 IrSCGCG 286-079 G IRAS F07528+6147 IrSCGCG 287-012 G HS 0752+6147 GCGCG 0752.9+6147 G NPM1G +61.0032 GMCG +10-12-023 G PGC 022290 G2MASX J07571093+6139416 IrS UZC J075711.0+613940 G1 Observations and redutionsWe got spetra of the Arakelian 144 galaxy during February'1980 on the 6-meter telesope BTA-SAO, former USSR, by means of a UAGS spetrographwith a three-stage image tube system UM-92. At a dispersion of 100 A/mm,exposure was 10 min on emulsion A-600. Two spetrograms were obtained,respetively in the blue and the red region of the spetrum, entered on thelines Hβ and Hα. The spetral resolution was about 4 - 5A. The ionizedsulphur lines are exeedingly strong � the relation Iλ6584/Iλ(6717+6731) =
0.25, i. e. it is omparable only with that in some H II regions in the Galaxy.The relation Iλ(6717 + 6731)/I(Hα) = 3.50 is the highest possible known sofar.The relative ontent of sulphur ions is of one order higher than the averagefor the emission objets (planetary and di�usion nebulas, Arakelian galaxies,Markarian galaxies, Seyfert and radio galaxies). The eletron density of gasis exeedingly high too. Using spetra obtained on the 3.5 m telesope of theCalar Alto Observatory, Spain, by means of a CCD devie, we determinedthe relative intensities of the emission lines. Two (or three) omponents wereestablished in the nuleus with Vr = ± 240 km/s at the Hα line. The dataobtained were ompared to those from previous observations.The results of this study are based on two spetra of Akn 144, obtainedon the 3.5-m telesope of the Calar Alto Observatory of the Deuth-SpanishAstronomial Centre, Spain. For the purpose a Boller & Chivens spetrographof dispersion about 20 A/mm was used. For the light signal we used a CCDmatrix, a devie of Texas Instruments, 356 x 520 pixels, Ti-type, sensitive tored spetral region, together with liquid nitrogen as ooling agent, keepingthe temperature ≈ -120 ◦C. The spetral resolution was 1 pixel = 29 km/s,or about 0.7 A/pixel.



Arakelian 144 galaxy 25We investigated the region around the Hα line. Table 2 represents thedates of observations, telesopes and equipments and types of observations -diret images, spetra, spetral regions.Table 2. Akn144 � our observationsMonth-Year Telesope Equipment DataFeb. 1981 6-m, SAO ITS UM-92 Sp - Hα,HβSept. 1981 2-m, NAO Plate ZU-21 ImageOt. 1985 3.5-m, CA CCD Sp - HαSept. 1986 2-m, NAO ITS XX-1050 Sp - HαJan. 1994 3.5-m, CA CCD Sp - λ(3600÷ 6500)Jan. 2011 1.93-m, OHP CCD Sp - λ(3600÷ 7000)

Fig. 1. Arakelian 144 - multi-struture nuleus in 1981 (see the text)



26 G. Petrov, M. Dennefeld, U. Hopp2 Main results and disussionThe galaxy was photographed in the B-olor at a seeing of approximately1′′on the 2 m telesope of the Rozhen National Astronomial Observatory.In Figure 1 three nulei an be diserned for Akn 144. The original sale is12,9′′/mm (linear diameters of the nulei are about 1 p).Figure 1a presents isophotes of the galaxy and Figures 1(b,,d) representthe di�erent exposures diret images. Faint spiral struture ould be seen inFig.1b. On the original plate an initial spiral struture and a non-symmetrialnuleus an be learly diserned. These plate-images bring a questions o.lassi�ation of Akn 144 to SO-galaxies (Ni1son, 1973). Meantime LEDAmorphologial lassi�ation is "S?".

Fig. 2. Arakelian 144 - registrograms of spetra,taken from 1981 to 1985 (see the text)Figure 2 presents thre old registrograms and one spetrogram of Akn 144,obtained on the 2-m, 6-m and 3.5-m telesopes (see Table2 for details). Figures2a and 2b present 1981's Hα and Hβ spetra from the 6-m telesope, Fig.2- Hα spetrum from the 2-m telesope and Fig.2d - �rst CCD spetrum fromthe 3.5-m telesope. For details see Mineva et al. (1981), Mineva et al. (1982)and Petrov (1991).



Arakelian 144 galaxy 27Figure 3 (upper panel) shows equal intensity lines for Hα and ionizednitrogen forbidden lines, and for ionized sulphur forbidden lines, respetively(CCD spetra, CA, 1985) and for Hβ, [OIII] � lower panel (CCD spetra,CA, 1994). This �gure supplies information about the spatial struture of theemitting gas. At least two (or even three) omponents an be diserned, ofrelative veloity Vr = 165km s−1 for sulphur lines, and Vr = 240km s−1 for
Hα in respet to the entral maximum. The dimensions of the emitting regionare approximately 5′′- a. 2700 p for H = 75 km s−1/Mp, and distane tothe galaxy 112 Mp. The third omponent is best observed at the λ6584[NII]line and is ompletely absent at Hα. Hβ spetra taken in 1994 are with lowerspetral resolution (Popesku et al., 1996), but strong inlinations of all ofthe lines are learly visible.

Fig. 3. Arakelian 144 � Hα+ [NII ], [SII ] and [OIII ] +Hβ isophotes. Inlination of linesand loud struture are seen.3 Spetrophotometri dataIn the Fig.4 the spetrum of Akn 144 from the 1.93�m OHP telesope ispresented. Spetral region overed is λλ(3700 ÷ 7000)A. Spetrum is �uxalibrated, as shown on the �gure.
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Fig. 4. Arakelian 144 � CCD spetrum taken 2011, JanuaryTable 3 below summarises the spetrophotometri results for Akn 144.Equivalent widths of basi lines are presented and the last two rows presentthe relative intensities of [SII]λ6717/6731 as a measure of the eletron densityand I([NII]/I([SII] as indiret evidene for the ativity of the galaxy.Following detailed steps from Golev et al. (1985) we have determinedseveral physial parameters for Akn 144 galaxy:� Eletron density ne ≈ 32000cm−1� Number of ionising O7 V stars � 1680� Ions abundanes: log(N+) = 7.52 and log(S+) = 7.68In Table 4 the identi�ation of the emission lines in the OHP-spetra ispresented. The lines have been seleted and identi�ed using MIDAS pakage.Basement for the identi�ation was Kaller et al. (1976) paper for planetarynebula NGC 7027.This insigni�ant hange an hardly explain the hange of eletron densityby a fator of 103, aording to the intensity of the forbidden lines of ionizedsulphur. At least one out of the three nulei is a remnant of a Supernova andits spetrum had in�uened the galaxy's integral one obtained in 1980.



Arakelian 144 galaxy 29Table 3. Akn144 � spetrophotometri resultsSpetrophotom. Data Jan. 2011 Jan. 1994 Ot. 1985 Feb. 1981OHP-1.93m CA-3.5m SAO 6-m
λ Wλ Iλ/I(Hα) Wλ Iλ/I(Hα) Wλ Iλ/I(Hα)
Hβ − λ4861 10.2 0.16 16.5 2.2 0.36
[OIII ]λ4959 1.7 0.03 2.7
[OIII ]λ5007 4.2 0.07 6.6 1.9 0.32
[NII ]λ6548 8.6 0.13 1.6 0.26
Hα− λ6563 64.1 1.0 6.2 1.0
[NII ]λ6584 25.9 0.40 0.37 4.0 0.61
[SII ]λ6717 10.9 0.17 0.11 6.0 1.0
[SII ]λ6731 9.6 0.15 0.08 16.0 2.56
Iλ6717/Iλ6731 1.12 1.39 0.40
Iλ6584/Iλ(6717 + 31) 3.12 3.2 0.25The high [SII]/Hα ratio is typial for gas, exited by shok waves, whihis the ase in Supernovae remnants. In order to orroborate or rejet this as-sumption additional observations would be neessary, with high-quality large-size imaging so that the spetra of eah individual nuleus should be resolved.There are at least three possible explanations of the drasti hanges ob-served in the spetrum of Akn 144, and of the possible ativity in its nuleus,on whih we shall make the following brief omments:� A possible misidenti�ation of the objet during the observations on the6 m telesope. Di�erenes in the relative intensities are observed in thosespetra namely. Though possible, suh a ontention is hardly probable,sine in a radius of 20′around Akn 144 no other bright galaxies have beenobserved. The nearest bright one is fainter by 1.5-2.0 mag.� The di�erenes observed really exist and those in the radial veloitiesre�et the out�ow of gas o� the nuleus. The linear dimensions of theemitting region are approximately 2700 p. Thus, for a period of 5 yearsthe gas out�ow veloity of 165 ÷ 240kms−1 would eventually ause aninrease of dimensions by 1 - 2 p. So this insigni�ant hange an hardlyexplain the hange of eletron density by a fator of 103, whih is the ase,judging by the relative intensity of the forbidden lines of ionized sulphur� At least one out of the three nulei is a remnant of a Supernova, whosespetrum had in�uened the galaxy's integral one, obtained in 1980. Suhan eentri onlusion is not devoid of sense, sine the width of the slotin this ase was 3", and the spetral resolution � 2-3 times lower. Besides,this high [SII]/Hα ratio is typial for gas, exited by shok waves, whihis the ase with Supernovae remnants. In order to orroborate or rejetthis assumption more observations would be neessary, with high-qualitylarge-size imaging so that the spetra of eah individual nuleus shouldbe obtained.



30 G. Petrov, M. Dennefeld, U. HoppTable 4. Emission�lines identi�ation for Arakelian 144Seq Lambda Intensity Lambda_0 Ident line1 3835.11 45.58 3728.31 [OII ] 37272 3883.06 21.09 3774.93 OIII 37743 3890.60 20.79 3782.26 HeII 37824 4032.68 24.65 3920.38 CII 39205 4219.76 23.31 4102.25 Hδ 41026 4306.66 25.53 4186.73 CIII 41867 4465.63 31.93 4341.27 Hγ 43408 5001.36 55.63 4862.09 Hβ 48619 5072.84 25.77 4931.57 [OIII ] 493110 5101.45 29.08 4959.39 [OIII ] 495911 5151.13 36.51 5007.69 [OIII ] 500712 5348.69 27.32 5199.74 [NI ] 519913 5752.10 25.03 5591.92 OIII 559214 5840.89 26.80 5678.24 [FeV I ] 5677 ?15 6043.76 30.40 5875.46 HeI 587616 6148.23 26.48 5977.02 HeII 597717 6481.87 29.00 6301.37 [OI ] 630018 6492.31 25.48 6311.51 [SIII ] 631219 6552.18 28.00 6369.72 [OI ] 6363+?20 6736.12 50.33 6548.54 [NII ] 654821 6751.32 232.70 6563.31 Hα 656322 6772.51 106.30 6583.92 [NII ] 658423 6909.37 54.29 6716.97 [SII ] 671724 6924.04 48.41 6731.23 [SII ] 673125 7065.90 25.00 6869.13 HeI 6868
[SII ]6717/[SII ]6731 = 1.12
[NII ]6584/[SII ]6717 + 6731 = 1.035

ConlusionThe width of the lines at half-intensity, as well as the relative intensity of theemission lines, are reliable riteria to lassify a galaxy as an ative objet ofa ertain type (Veron, 1981). In the ase of Akn 144 the full width at half-intensity (FWHI) is 140 km s−1for Hα, 130 km s−1for the nitrogen lines, and165 km s−1for the sulphur lines, respetively. Beause of the smaller intensityof the latter, the relative measurement error for the lines' width is larger.The estimation value for the width are quite smaller than 500 km s−1, thewidth indiating the belonging of a galaxy to the Seyfert type. On the basisof spetrophotometri and photographi data, Akn 144 an be lassi�ed asan objet with three nulei and strong spetral emission lines, as well as aloud struture of the gas, out�owing o� the nuleus at a veloity up to ±240 km s−1.
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